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Winter Highway work hours:

 7AM-3:00PM
Monday-Thursday

Garage phone number:
766-9417

Email
Nassauhighway@fairpoint.net

Website
Townofnassau.org
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Highway crew has been

dealing with abnormal weather
and ice storms. The highway

crews have been working many
hours and we have exhausted
our supplies of sand and salt

many times so far this winter,
trucking in sand on days it is
not storming. Storms seem to

be coming every other day and
have called for numerous call-
ins and overtime. Hopes are the

pattern breaks and our crews
can catch up on truck

maintenance and other road
problems.
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A big thanks to all our local

fire companies for all their help
during the December ice storm.
This year has been a very bad

start to winter with storms
coming every other day. Ice
build up on roads makes for

dangerous conditions and takes
a longer process to have our
trucks sand. It usually takes
around 4 hours to do a plow

beat once. With ice it can take
up to 5 hours or more. Some

hills we have require our trucks
to back up them and sand if ice
has been built up from freezing

rain. Many times even if it is
just rain the dirt roads will ice

up from the low temperature of
the ground and ice will build

up as rain falls onto the
freezing surface. This has been

the case on numerous
occasions so far this winter.

Please stay safe and no
unnecessary travel if possible

during these events. Your
understanding and patience is

greatly appreciated.
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Grader has not been able to do
much on roads due to weather.

Plowing snow has been our
main work as of late. If

weather breaks we will try to
get grader out and grade worst
areas on a road by road basis.
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Illegal dumping on our town

roads still problematic. Please
be vigilant and report any

suspicious activity. Town law
provides for a $1000 fine for

illegal dumping.

Neighborhood watch program

Help stop illegal dumping!

Call if you have any concerns
or wish to help.

Please report suspicious
activity.


